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Details of Visit:

Author: Dr Steve
Location 2: Highbury/islington
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 01/06/2007 14:00
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 130
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.cheekysecrets.moonfruit.com
Phone: 07904965852

The Premises:

This encounter was in a flat off a main road in the Highbury/Islington area. I understand it's not
available any more but Cheeky Secrets have another place in Wembley which Lexus tells me is
very nice. Since I've seen in her in half a dozen places so far - all of a very high standard - I'd
imagine it will be just nice to play there. It's also I'm told much closer to a tube station.

The Islington place I visited was a bit of a pain in that nearest tube (Finsbury Park) was a 20-minute
walk away, and the entrance was a bit off putting too with building works in progress. Things
improved dramatically as I climbed several flights of stairs to where Lexus awaited. The bedroom
was pretty special. Lovely big bed, a large window with translucent shades so we had abundant
natural light, and mirrors over all the walls. I love natural light and I love mirrors, first time I've been
in a place with both. A truely great environment to complement a very sexy lady.

The Lady:

Lexus is a very attractive black lady I guess in her mid twenties with long straight dark hair and
luscious lips. Her body is magnificent. I first met her nearly four years ago and I guess she has put
on a little weight since then, but even so she still has one of the sexiest bodies I've ever seen. Not
very tall with big boobs that are topped with lovely nipples, great legs, a deliciously tasty and
smooth shaven snatch and - her best feature - a bum that just makes me drool with lust.

Physically she hits all the buttons for me, Personality wise she is lovely too. She has a bubbly and
cheerful persona and enters into encounters with a delightful enthusiasm. I always leave feeling
she's enjoyed meeting me almost as much as I have meeting her.

The Story:

For those who like it short and sweet, I've seen Lexus several times over the years, almost always
at parties though, and this is only my second one-to-one with her. Meeting her at a party is great
fun, having her to yourself for an hour is even more fun. She is delightful company. She is good to
look at with her kit on, and awesome to look at with it off. Her oral skills are electrifying and sex is
energetic and exhilarating. If you like I, are keen on encounters with dark skinned ladies, you will
find few as much fun as Lexus.
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If you have time to spare, read on and I'll go into the details.

Having had an accident leaving me with one wrist in plaster and the other badly sprained, I had
been taking an unintended rest from punting for a few weeks. Although still plastered up however it
had got to the stage that I was feeling too randy not to see if I could manage a shag. Best to see
someone who I knew, and who wasn't likely to be fazed by the damaged arms I thought. A couple of
girls sprang to mind, and since one was off on holiday in Wales, it was obvious I should contact the
other. As noted above Cheeky Secrets has a location in Wembley which Lexus usually uses but the
place in Islington was better for me and she agreed to come there for our encounter.

I mistimed my departure from the office a little, so I had a fairly brisk walk to the flat and it was a
pretty warm day. I also felt obliged to keep my jacket on, since with my arms in the state they were
it would have been a bit tricky to carry it. So by the time I arrived and had climbed up to the top floor
I was rather hot and bothered.

I immediately felt even more hot and bothered when Lexus greeted me. I'd asked her to put on an
outfit I'd found a picture of her modelling on the internet. A leather bikini with lots of studs and
straps, together with some hold-ups and a pair of kinky boots. She looked even sexier in the flesh
than in the photo and I had an instant hard-on. Seeing me with one arm in a sling, and the other
strapped up in a bandage, she cooed something like "you poor darling" and lead me off to the
bedroom, dashing off and returning with a cold drink a moment or two later.

Pretty soon she was helping me out of my clothes. The cast on my left arm had a rough surface so I
was cautious to keep it clear of her bare skin, but I was groping her shamelessly with my right hand.
It was more of a struggle for me to get her out of her clothes minimal as they were than had been
for her to undress me, but I managed eventually to unfasten the buckle which held together her bra,
so her magnificent boobs tumbled out, and then together we unfastened the buckles holding on her
leather thong leaving her in boots and hold-ups (the way I like it). Then it was onto the bed - a bit of
an effort handicapped as I was since it was very high.

I lay back and Lexus moved over me, exchanging some deep French kisses with me before moving
south. To my left and behind her, and even overhead where the wall over the window angled up to
the roof there were mirrors where I could see her dusky body leaning over my pale one, and there
in front of me was Lexus in the flesh with her mouth engulfing my cock. It felt like I was watching
two or three porn movies on wide screen TV while actually being in one at the same time.

Lexus is very good at cock sucking and she knows it. Lots of lips and tongue, lots of eye contact,
taking me quite deep (not exactly deep throat though) then rolling her tongue round the head. It felt
divine. A couple of times I asked her to pause and pay a little attention to my balls as much to
prevent a premature end to matter as because she does this so nicely too. After several delightful
minutes we moved into the final straight. With her eyes fixed on mine as her head bobbed up and
down on me, she made me wriggle and writhe until with a great groan I exploded in her mouth.
Unhurriedly she waited until my cock stopped spasming then slipped out to the bathroom for a spit
and rinse.

Back in the bedroom she joined me on the bed for a cuddle and a chat but pretty soon I was
exploring her body with my tongue and lips slurping and slobbering over her glorious boobs before
moving south to feast on her lovely pussy. Lexus made appreciative noises and seemed to enjoy
what I was up to, but even though I was down there a fair while I didn't quite seem to be able to
bring her to the boil. I wasn't quite able to take up the position I wanted because of my injured limbs
and eventually my neck started to ache so I decided to come up for air.

Lexus tried to tempt my cock back to life with some oral, which rather surprisingly was not too
effective. A vigorous wank while stroking her magnificent body was however did the job and then it
was time for round two. We started off with Lexus on top, which seemed a safe way to start given
my condition. Lexus knows how to ride cock and having sex with her like this has always been fun,
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but now it was multiplied as I was surrounded by images of this dusky beauty riding me. In
particular I had an awesome rear view of her beautiful black arse pumping up and down on my
swollen pink prick. "Doesn't get much better than this," I was thinking to myself.

But it does get a bit better! Lexus suggested we switch positions, deciding I could probably manage
to take her doggy style. I was pretty confident I could manage this too, so she dismounted and got
on hands and knees while I knelt behind her and fed myself back up into her tight quim. I love taking
girls from behind but taking Lexus like this is just unbelievable. Her arse is just so awesome,
quivering like jelly as I began to pound away at it.

She urged me to spank her as I fucked her. I was a bit nervous of my wrist but couldn't resist the
temptation and landed one hefty smack after another on her glorious rump. I should have said,
"This will hurt me more than it will hurt you." My pleasure certainly outweighed my pain. As for
Lexus I got the impression I was being far too gentle with her - another time thought...

We were at it like this for quite a while with me pumping away, smacking her booty and watching
the myriad images of us in the mirrors. I was having to wipe sweat from my eyes, and Lexus' ebony
skin was glistening with perspiration too. We were both very hot now and it was very little to do with
the weather!

My confidence was growing so I ventured to suggest we might try with Lexus on her back. This
proved a little more awkward that the previous positions we had tried, because I had to support my
weight at least partially with my arms, but it was worth the effort. Once I had slid my cock back
inside her Lexus let me push her legs up onto my shoulders so I could push really deep. I guess its
rather kinky, but for me watching a lovely lady wearing high heeled boots getting shagged with the
aforementioned boots pushed so far above her head the boots are pointing at the wall behind her is
one the most erotic sights there is to see. Now I had it in surround vision, not only were Lexus' boot
heels slowly gyrating a matter on inches in front of my face, but to the left and to the right I had
repeated images of me shagging her going off to infinity. Craning my neck to look over my shoulder
I could even watch as my pink prick pushed up inside her.

The tactile sensations were even more intense than the visual ones. Limited in movement by my
arms and not feeling generally very fit I was taking things at a fairly measured pace leading to a
slow but titanic build up. My broken wrist was feeling the strain a bit, but pushing both of Lexus' legs
over one shoulder made things more manageable. By now we were both dripping with sweat and
pinned beneath me in such a contorted position I wasn't sure how poor Lexus was coping. She
assured me she was okay though, so I settled down to my easy rhythm of long firm strokes feeling
my climax build slowly.

Slowly ... Slowly ... until!

My orgasm was shattering. Lexus' body quivered with mine as if she had climaxed too. After what
seemed several minutes and still trembling we disengaged with difficulty, agreeing it had been one
hell of a shag. I collapsed back onto the bed and we had a cuddle and a chat until I began to feel
my strength recovering. We were drifting over time now, but I was in no hurry to go and Lexus
seemed quite happy for me to take my time.

I debated briefly having a shower. It would have been fun if I could inveigle Lexus to join me, but I
didn't really feel I quite had the strength for it given the somewhat convoluted process which un-
bandaging one arm and covering up the other would have involved.

Thus with some assistance from Lexus I got myself dressed again and after a cuddle and a kiss of
farewell descended down to street level and the sunshine with a smile all over my face.

Overall - well after a months layoff a damn good way to get back to the hobby. Lexus is one of my
favourite ladies and this was a damn good session with her. The venue was great too, if rather
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awkward to get to. She is one of the very best and highly recommended
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